Introduction
Increasing delays and airspace congestion at major airports are among the most critical problems facing the air wansportation system. It is widely recognized that the introduction of advanced automation techniques in air traffic control (ATC) offers a high potential for alleviating these problems. This paper addresses the design of an automation system for assisting controllers in the management of arrival traffic in the tminal area The first innovative design of an automation system for terminal area ATC was developed in th late 1960's [Ref. 1] . This system, the progenitor of all automation aids, provided speed and hing advisories to help controllers increase spacing accuracy on final approach. Although live traffic tests of the system showed an increase in landing rate, controllers found their workload was increased and they rejected In the baseline run (figue 3), the controller used considerably more airspace to merge and sequence taffic. By the end of the nm, taftic had backed up such that he was trning the aircraft onto the final appoach course 18 n.mi. from the runway ind of the nominal 10 n.mi. The length of the final approh allowed at Denver without having to coordinate with other controllers is approximaty 20 n.mi. from the runway. In the auomation run (figure 4), almost all aircraft were trned to final at the nominal point between 10 and 11 nmi. from the runway. There were a few aicaft auned to base and final further out; however, this occurred at the advice of FAST in order to precisely alleviate potental conflicts and to build slots for aircraft which arved in the TRACON off schedue. Although these aircraft were tuned to base and final furthe from the runway, it did not cause a buildup in delay of trailing aircraft as would be the case in a manual system.
Rather it served to alleviate a buildup in delay, and kept t ailing airaft on their noinarl and shorest tin to base and final paths. The ability of the autmation tools to prcisely expand and contract the base a urn to final points provides consideable advantages to the controler. Assisting the controlers in keeping most aircraft on a short final allows than plenty of airsace to expand in case of an ovedoad of trafic. In the baseline nrm, if an overlad of taffic were to arrive, the controller would soon be forced to use alterative procedures to control the taffic, such as holding, sending traffic upwind then downwind (i.e. from the nmtheast rival strem to the downwind porion of the northwest rival stream), or to shut off the Center taffic feed for sveal minutes. Data was also recor&de on intearival spacing of aircraft for both the baseline and automation runs. Tables I and 2 present the results of all runs with   Table 2 . Iraival data for automation runs. 
